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SUMMARY
Acoustic Sliders shall be series SL65C/34/CB2.  
Supplied by Lotus Folding Walls & Doors Pty Ltd, Tel: [03] 9771 8200 
Fax: [03] 9771 8260, it shall consist of a top supported, manually 
operated sliding panel that forms a sound retardant closure.

1. PANELS
Panels shall be SL65C series with a concealed intermediate  
stile between modules. Panels shall be constructed of a sandwich of 
board separated by acoustic insulation to achieve the specified sound 
rating. Panel faces shall be contained within a perimeter frame. Panel 
faces shall be replaceable in the field.

2. ACOUSTICS
The manufacturer shall guarantee that the whole acoustic sliding 
system (not just the panels) is like construction to that tested to 
AS/NZS ISO 717.1-2004 by a NATA approved independent Australian 
acoustic laboratory to achieve RW 34.

3. FIXING & LAYOUTS
The Acoustic Slider shall be cavity fixed.
When the Acoustic Slider is opened, the sliding panel shall be parked in 
a bi-parting configuration. Suspension will be two point per module.

4. SEALS
Acoustic Slider will have Type 2 seals.

5. SURFACE FINISHES
5.1  Panel surfaces shall be finished in Lotus Vinyl.
5.2 Panel frames shall be matt natural anodised.
5.3  Head track shall be powdercoated, 

Special White Gloss 81880.

6. ACCESSORIES
The Acoustic Slider System shall incorporate the following 
accessory features:
6.1  Inset white-boards shall be set from 900mm to 2100mm 

above floor level.
6.2  Fit pen pockets to the room side only in the following panels, 

counting from stacking end: 1&2
6.3  The Slider shall incorporate the Lotus Slider Auto Braking System 

to control the speed of the panel as it  
approaches either end of its motion.

6.4  The Slider shall incorporate a footbolt in the leading stile of the 
panel to allow for it to be locked in the open position.

7. CUSTOMER CARE
7.1  The supplier is required to provide a handover  

to the end user.
7.2  The supplier will provide a 1 year warranty against 

manufacturing and installation defects.

SAMPLE SPECIFICATION
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WARRANTY
Lotus QA system submits every panel to an Inspection and Test Plan. 
Track and trolley systems give lifetime performance. Lotus offer a 
1 year warranty on all walls installed by Lotus staff (or authorised 
representatives) or an additional warranty of 5 years is available 
for purchase.

MADE TO LAST
Lotus Acoustic Slider modules are made from MDF or glass and are 
contained within a fully enclosed aluminium perimeter frame that is 
constructed tightly to the boards to ensure maximum durability in 
demanding education environments.

MOVING EASILY
Each module has two trolleys (there are up to three modules per 
Slider), an option for automatic bottom seals and low friction top seals 
to aid with ease of use. Sliders simply require pulling or pushing down 
a straight track, and no tools are required to operate the system. This 
simplicity of operation is ideal for an environment where there are 
multiple users or the need for quick, simple operation.

SAFETY
The safety of the user and those nearby has been considered with 
our ‘wide mouth’ receiving jambs and SABS3, a Lotus proprietary 
technology that slows the panel at the start and end of its motion.

CUSTOMER HANDOVER
Experience indicates most end users are unaware of how best to use their 
Acoustic Slider. Once the project is completed and the building is occupied, 
Lotus’ policy is to arrange a site visit, demonstrate the use of the Acoustic 
Slider and leave printed instructions. A quality post-check is done and the 
architect/builder receives a copy of the handover post-check sheet.

SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE
Attending to a service call-out matters to us as much as installing  
a new door. Lotus has an excellent reputation for a quick response in such 
situations. A maintenance service is also available for larger, complex 
installations. Additionally, Lotus offer a 3 year Preventative Maintenance 
Agreement to protect your investment and ensure ongoing optimal 
performance of your Lotus door system.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Lotus is committed to providing new and improved products to  
our customers and we strongly believe in investment in design.  
The addition of the new patent pending SABS MOTION, the next generation 
Slider Automatic Braking System is a great example of our R&D success.

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT
At Lotus we are committed to minimising our greenhouse gas emissions, 
water usage, promoting effective waste management and considering the 
sustainability of the materials we use (for example recycled aluminium and 
FSC certified sustainable timber sources).

This brochure is designed so you can make the most 
of our quality acoustic sliding system to deliver 
maximum value to your clients. 

Whether you are deciding on acoustics, stacking 
layouts, or finishes, each section of this brochure 
details your options with the ‘real world’ benefits 
explained. 

Lotus Acoustic Sliders have been developed with 
key education architects to offer a fully resolved, 
proprietary acoustic sliding panel system that meets 
the needs of current open learning classroom design. 
Acoustic Sliders are ideal where an RW rating of up 
to 43 is required as well as simplicity of use, and of 
course, flexible space. The images and layouts in this 
brochure depict the connection that can be made 
between classrooms and their adjacent learning 
corridors when Lotus Acoustic Sliders are used and 
they have been in many Awarding Winning Education 
Design Projects throughout Australia.

As well as the education sector, Acoustic Sliders are 
also used in the workplace, with many new flexible 
office space designs using Acoustic Sliders for 
meeting rooms, boardrooms and other spaces.

Lotus are proud to be ‘Australian made and owned’ 
and of the quality of service we provide, from design 
consultation to final site installation and handover. 

We invite you to use this brochure as a specification 
tool, using the back cover flap as a guide, just follow 
the brochure from front to back. 

Please contact your design representative if you 
require further assistance. 

We would love to help you.

CUSTOMER CAREINTRODUCTION

Design by Site Architecture
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Exposed

Concealed

PANEL SPECIFICATION CODES

PANEL INTERMEDIATE STLE TYPE

SL65C (solid) Concealed

SL65E (solid) Exposed

SL80G (glass) Butt jointed

PANELS - SOLID OR GLASS

The Lotus Acoustic Slider System modules are  
65mm or 80mm thick and designed to deliver  
the maximum acoustic performance with the 
minimum wall ‘stand off ’. 

Each module is contained within a full aluminium perimeter frame for 
strength and durability in demanding environments such as schools 
and workplaces, and features two trolleys for ease of movement and 
safety. Modules are up to 1200mm wide and up to three can be joined 
together for a maximum panel width of 3600mm.

The vertical joins between solid modules can be ‘concealed’, giving  
the look of one single continuous panel. Some pinnable finishes 
require this junction to be ‘exposed’, with a visible aluminium lip. 
Modules are joined via an intermediate stile or at the rails to form  
the overall panel, with some assembly carried out on site for ease  
of access and installation.

ACOUSTIC SLIDERS ALLOW FOR
VISUAL CONNECTIVITY OF SPACES

Design by irm.interiors
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OUR TESTING
The testing of our full systems (not just our panels) is carried out at 
CSIRO, one of Australia’s leading laboratories, to Australian Standard AS 
1191-2002, which makes Lotus Walls BCA compliant.

RW EXPLAINED
The performance of a sliding door is measured in a laboratory and 
expressed by its Weighted Sound Reduction Index (RW). The single RW 
figure is a composite rating of sound reduction at frequencies from 100 
Hertz (Hz) to 5000 Hz, when compared to an Australian Standard line. 

Note that ‘Weighted Sound Reduction’ (RW) was known as ‘Sound 
Transmission Class (STC). Numerical values are comparable. Please note 
that the unit of the Weighted Sound Reduction Index is decibel (dB).

KEY POINTS
• Aim for a sound-rating in balance with the acoustics of the 

surrounding structure. 
Even with a perfect sliding door, sound will still seep through areas 
such as ceilings, carpets and airconditioning ducts due to deficiency 
in the building.

• Control peripheral leakage around the sliding door. 
For example, baffling above the ceiling will do a lot to improve the 
overall performance of the installation.

• Similar activities require less sound isolation than a quiet activity 
next to a noisy one. 
Amplified sound is more difficult to suppress. General background 
noise helps reduce distraction.

• Avoid specifying far higher ratings than needed. 
High RW ratings add cost. See ‘Laboratory vs Real Life’.

• Don’t get hung up over one or two decibels (dB). 
Some manu facturers play a numbers game. The human ear can’t 
discern a 2dB difference, and even laboratory results can vary by 
1dB depending on the conditions.

• Beware of American results. 
They can be 10% higher than tougher Australian testing. Also be 
aware the RW is a more stringent measurement than simple speech 
frequency averages.

• Ensure test results are reasonably recent and are from reputable 
laboratories like the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology  
(RMIT) or CSIRO. 
Laboratories with non-standard testing protocols do exist both  
in Australia and overseas.

• Thin light panels are unlikely to be as effective as thicker  
heavier panels. 
There is no magic to acoustic performance and weight is a key factor. 
Check the test reports to be certain.

LABORATORY VS REAL LIFE
Acousticians measure the performance of a sliding door in 
laboratories (Lab RW). In real life even a perfectly installed 
door is unlikely to perform as well due to deficiencies of the 
building. Buildings inevitably have peripheral leakage through 
airconditioning ducts, carpets, ceiling tiles etc. which can reduce 
the field performance by about 15%. 

Be aware of this when specifying. In critical situations the 
surrounding walls, floor and ceiling should have an RW rating of 6 
to 10 decibel (dB) higher than the sliding door. 

Actual custom specifications may vary from the tested reference 
system depending on option chosen. Please contact Lotus if you 
need advice.

CAVITY FIXED
GLASS SOLID SOLID

LAB RW SEAL TYPE 1 TYPE 2 TYPE 4

30* ✔

34 ✔

40 ✔

43 ✔

CONNECTED
ACOUSTICALLY RESOLVED

Lotus is renowned for our expertise in the field of 
acoustics when applied to flexible space solutions 
and offer a ‘world best’ RW55 on our Operable Wall 
systems. This knowledge has been fully utilised 
in delivering the best result for the Acoustic Slider 
Systems. 

Not only are the panels inherently acoustic, but more 
importantly the acoustic ‘mouse holes’ that are found 
in sliding door systems have been cleverly resolved, 
ensuring the entire system performs to the correct 
standard and gives the right result on site.

The key to acoustics is determining your needs. 
A sound rating should be chosen to suit the 
surrounding structure, the sizes of the partitioned 
areas and use of space.

ACOUSTICS

FACE FIXED
GLASS SOLID SOLID

LAB RW SEAL TYPE 1 TYPE 2 TYPE 4

29 ✔

30* ✔

34 ✔

36 ✔

38 ✔

*Acoustic opinion. All other Rw points are certified NATA lab test results.

VISUALLYAND
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ALLOWS FOR A FLEXIBLE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
T-INTERSECTION LAYOUT

Face Fixed Glass Acoustic Sliders

SINGLE PANEL LAYOUT COMBINATIONS BI-PARTING LAYOUT

Panel can be  fabricated from  multiple modules

Floor guide

FIXING AND LAYOUTS

Double panels to receiving jamb

Single panel to receiving jamb

Fourth panel intersects  column to close off  four separate areas

Third panel intersects  column to close off  three separate areas

Lotus Acoustic Sliders have been 
designed to suit both cavity and 
face fixed applications.

There are several layouts or configurations for the Acoustic Slider System to ensure maximum 
flexibility of a room design. These layouts include single, dual or triple panel sliders that can be 
used in single or bi-parting layout combinations to provide for larger opening widths.

NATA certified acoustic reports and opinions are available for all configurations.

Floor Glide

Design by Minx Architecture
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SEALS - SOLID SLIDERS
Lotus Acoustic Sliders offer two seal combinations that suit different site and 
acoustic requirements. The full perimeter of the opening is acoustically sealed  
at the top and bottom rail as well as the receiving and trailing jambs.

SEALS - FACE FIXED
SEAL TYPE 2 RW 29, 34, 36

WALL SIDE ROOM SIDE

Top Rail Sweep Seal Sweep Seal

Bottom Rail Automatic Seal Sweep Seal

Wall Seal Single Sweep Seal –

SEALS - CAVITY FIXED
SEAL TYPE 2 RW 34, 40, 43

WALL SIDE ROOM SIDE

Top Rail Sweep Seal Sweep Seal

Bottom Rail Automatic Seal Sweep Seal

Wall Seal Cavity Balloon Seal –

*   Type 4 seals can be used on all systems where floors are out of level or where operability is very important.

SEAL TYPE 4* RW 38
WALL SIDE ROOM SIDE

Top Rail Sweep Seal Sweep Seal

Bottom Rail Automatic Seal Automatic Seal

Wall Seal Double Sweep Seal –

Design by EJE Architecture
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SEAL TYPE 4* RW 43
WALL SIDE ROOM SIDE

Top Rail Sweep Seal Sweep Seal

Bottom Rail Automatic Seal Automatic Seal

Wall Seal Double Sweep Seal –

MAXIMUM ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE

ELIMINATE ACOUSTIC ‘MOUSE HOLES’
INHERENT IN SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS 
FOR

LOTUS’ SEAL SYSTEMS

Design by EJE Architecture
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SEALS - CAVITY FIXED 

SEAL TYPE 1 RW 30 RW 30

WALL SIDE WALL SIDE ROOM SIDE

Top Rail Sweep Seal Sweep Seal Sweep Seal

Bottom Rail Sweep Seal Sweep Seal Sweep Seal

Wall Seal Cavity Balloon Seal Cavity Balloon Seal –

SEALS - FACE FIXED

SEAL TYPE 1 RW 30 RW 30*

WALL SIDE WALL SIDE ROOM SIDE

Top Rail Sweep Seal Sweep Seal Sweep Seal

Bottom Rail Sweep Seal Sweep Seal Sweep Seal

Wall Seal Single Sweep Seal Cavity Balloon Seal* –

SEALS - GLASS SLIDERS

FACE FIXED SEALS

TOP RAIL BOTTOM RAIL WALL SEALS

OPTION 1
SINGLE SWEEP SEAL

OPTION 2
CAVITY BALLOON SEAL

Lotus Acoustic Sliders offer seal combinations that suit different site and acoustic requirements. The full perimeter of 
the opening is acoustically sealed at the top and bottom rail as well as the receiving and trailing jambs. Lotus Glass 
Sliders are available in Laminated or Toughened glass.

OPTION 1 OPTION 2

* The Rw30 rating for the Face Fixed Cavity Balloon seal is not a tested value however is an estimation based on the correlation of data from all test results.

PRIVATE SPACES CREATED WITH LIGHT TRANSFERLIGHT TRANSFER
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• Mortice locks

• Pinboards

• Pen pockets

• Kick rails

• Snibs

• Whiteboards

• Chair rails

• Footbolts

ACCESSORIES
We offer a range of accessories that enhance the 
functionality of the Lotus Acoustic Slider System, 
including:

FINISHES
Because of our board-within-frame construction type 
we can offer nearly limitless finish options to suit all 
functional, aesthetic and budget requirements. 

Most finish selections are supported by ‘concealed’ 
vertical joins between modules, giving the look 
of one continuous sliding panel. Some pinnable 
finishes require this junction to be ‘exposed’, with  
a visible aluminium lip.

Integrated receiving jamb

Acoustic fixed sealsFootbolt ferrule Concealed footbolt

14   Lotus Acoustic Sliders

Snib SABS mechanism

Design by Fultron Trotter Architects

LOTUS SLIDERS CAN BE OPTIONED 
WITH MANY USEFUL ACCESSORIES,
ADDING FUNCTIONALITY

PRACTICALITYAND

The Lotus Automatic Braking System, SABS MOTION 
uses patent pending technology to slow down the 
panel movement at the end of operation causing 
the panel to “brake” and close softly against the 
receiving jamb or stop. It is a tuneable device that 
provides smooth, safe braking during closing while 
achieving an effortless operation when opening. 
The unique slow down mechanism of SABS MOTION 
controls the movement of the acoustic slider and 
is easily incorporated into building designs to 
achieve full DDA compliance. SABS MOTION can 
provide varying levels of braking resistance within a 
predefined range, meaning it can be tuned to meet 
the customers unique needs.

LOTUS SLIDER AUTOMATIC BRAKING SYSTEM 
- SABS MOTION
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1  HEAD DETAILS - CAVITY 2  HEAD DETAILS – FACE FIXED 3  BOTTOM DETAILS

5  FACE FIXED WALL SEAL 6  CAVITY FIXED WALL SEAL 7  JAMBS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
These pages contain selected general information; please consult Lotus for assistance with specific projects. 
CAD data is available at lotusdoors.com.au

9  SINGLE PANEL 10  T-INTERSECTION 11  BI-PARTING

Floors should be +/– 5mm across the whole opening. Variance greater than this will have an 
impact on both acoustic performance and ease of operability.

FLOOR LEVELS

MODULE DETAILS

Solid Glass

Panel thickness 65mm 80mm

Wall Stand Off  

(outside face of slider panel - Face Fixed only)

100mm 115mm

Maximum Height 3000mm 3000mm

Maximum Module Width 1200mm 1500mm

Maximum Opening Width - Single Slider 3600mm 3600mm

Maximum Opening Width - Double Slider 4800mm 4800mm

Maximum Opening Width - Triple Slider 6200mm 6200mm

Stile Perimeter Lip 12mm –

Rail Perimeter Lip 14mm –

Intermediate stile thickness 6mm –

Top & Bottom Rail – 80mm

Trailing Stile – 80mm

Leading Stile – 80mm / 110mm

SYSTEM WEIGHTS

Panel type Fixing options RW 29 30 34 36 38 40 43

Solid
Face Mounted Weight / m2 (kgs) 27 – 34 35 35 – –

Cavity Mounted Weight / m2 (kgs) – – 27 – – 33 34

Glass 
(10mm)

Face Mounted Weight / m2 (kgs) – 35 – – – – –

Cavity Mounted Weight / m2 (kgs) – 34 – – – – –

Glass 
(12mm)

Face Mounted Weight / m2 (kgs) – 38 – – – – –

Cavity Mounted Weight / m2 (kgs) – 38 – – – – –

 Wall weights are calculated on a 2700mm x 1200mm module.

4  BOTTOM RAIL (GLASS)

8  110MM STILE (GLASS)

12  FACE FIXED WALL SEAL (GLASS)

SL65C/34/CB2 …then specify finish and accessories

SAMPLE SPECIFICATION CODE

Use this step-by-step guide to specify your 
Lotus Acoustic Slider System.

SPECIFICATION GUIDE

STEP 1: PANELS
Specify the intermediate stile type.  See page 4 - 5.

SL65C Solid slider Concealed

SL65E Solid slider Exposed

SL80G Glass slider Butt jointed

example code        SL65C

STEP 3: FIXING
Choose face or cavity fixing.

F Face Fixed

C Cavity Fixed

example code        C

STEP 4: LAYOUTS
Specify how the panels should intersect.  
See pages 8 - 9.

S Single  
B Bi-Parting

example code        B

STEP 2: ACOUSTICS example code        34

Specify the acoustic performance in RW.  
See page 6.

Face Fixed Cavity Fixed

29 ✓

30* ✓ ✓

34 ✓ ✓

36 ✓

38 ✓

40 ✓ 

43 ✓

* Glass sliders only

STEP 5: SEALS example code        2

Choose Seal type 1, 2 or 4. This can affect the  

acoustic rating of the system. See pages 10 - 13

Face Fixed Cavity Fixed

1 RW  30 RW  30 Glazer slider

2 RW  29, 34, 36 RW  34, 40, 43 Solid slider

4 RW  38 RW  38 Solid slider

Option 1
Single Sweep Seal

Option 2
Cavity Balloon Seal

Option 1
Single Sweep Seal

Option 2
Cavity Balloon Seal*

*See acoustic testing information on page 6


